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Computing and communications infrastructures have become commodities that transact
huge quantities of data and are pervasively interconnected, inside countries and world-
wide. Modern societies largely depend on them. However, there is a mismatch between
the protection effectiveness of current industry practice --- classic dependability or
cybersecurity technologies --- and the power of today’s threats --- such as targeted
attacks or advanced persistent threats.

Solving the impending risk is thus a grand challenge, which deserves grand solutions. In
this talk, I will discuss the foundations of Resilient Computing, drawing from the fusion
between dependability and security, understanding the need to automatically and
simultaneously fight against cyber-attacks, accidental faults, design errors, and
unexpected operating conditions. The ultimate goal of resilience is providing protection in
an incremental, dynamic, and adaptive way, seeking unattended and sustainable
operation even in the presence of extremely adverse and/or unexpected situations.

The power of the paradigm is illustrated by examples from several areas where my lab
has achieved successful solutions: SDN, autonomous vehicles, digital health, and
blockchain. Time permitting, I will discuss some ideas about the interplay of artificial
intelligence and cybersecurity, under the light of resilient computing.
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